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1. INTRODUCTION 
An initial boundary value problem for a system of equations of magnetohydro-
dynamics of incompressible, electrically conducting and viscous fluid was treated 
in [5], The existence of time periodic solutions of a slightly more general system 
was dealt with in [4]. In [6] A. Valli proved the global existence and exponential 
stability of solutions to the initial-boundary value problem for the Navier-Stokes 
equations for the flow of compressible and barotropic fluid assuming that both the 
initial velocity and the external force are small and the initial density is not far from 
a constant. As a consequence it has been shown that small time periodic external 
forces give rise to periodic solutions of the problem in question. 
The aim of this paper is to show that the methods of [6] can be applied when an 
initial-boundary value problem for a model of magnetohydrodynamics is studied. 
The model treated below consists of a standard system of equations, see [7], and [3] 
as far as the boundary conditions are concerned, in which the displacement current 
in the Maxwell equations and the Lorenz electric force in the momentum equation 
are allowed for. Unfortunately, Ohm's law is adopted in its simplest form neglecting 
both Hall's effect and the convective current. 
By Q we shall denote a region with a smooth boundary dQ and homeomorphic 
to a ball. For T > 0 we set 
QT = (0, T) x Q, IT -= (0, T) x 3Q . 
In QT we shall take the following system of equations: 
(IT) g(vt + (v . V) v) = rj Av + (£ + >?/3) V div v - Vp + qE + j x B + gb , 
(1.2) gt + div(Ov) = 0 , 
(i.3) Bt + ro tE = 0 , 
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(1.4) divB = 0, 
(1.5) sEt + j - / i
- 1 r o t B = = o, 
(1.6) q = í : div E , 
(1.7) j = x(E + v x в). 
Moreover ', the functions V, Q, B, E ] are to satisfy the boundary conditions on Iт: 
(1.8) v = 0, 
(1.9) вn = o, 
(1.10) Ex=0, 
and the initial conditions on Q: 
(i.п) v(0, •) =-•- v 0 , 
(1.12) Q(O, •) = •• Q o , 
(1.13) в(o, •) = -в0, 
(1.14) F(0, •) = •E0. 




the velocity of the fluid 
the density, 
the given external mass 
> 
force, 
P ~ P(Q) t r i e pressure (the barotropic case), 
B the magnetic field, 
E the electric field, 
j the electric current, 
q the net charge. 
The constants rj, (> s, \i and x are supposed to be positive. The subscripts n and T 
denote the normal and tangential components of a vector, i.e., if n denotes the unit 
outward normal to dQ at a point x e dQ and " •" the scalar product in R3, then we set 
Bn — B . n — the normal component of B at x, 
Ex = E — (E . n) n — the tangential component of E at x. 
As far as the notation is concerned we shall combine those of [6], [5] and [2]. The 
domain Q remains fixed and therefore the symbol Q in the notations of spaces will 
be suppressed. 
We shall denote by Hk the space of real functions on Q which along with their 
generalized derivatives up to order k belong to L2(Q). For u e Hk we set 
H 2 = (£lMo2)I/2> 
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where 
Hullo = u2(x)dx . 
The scalar product in H° = L2(Q) is 
<u, v>0 = u(x) v(x) dx . 
J D 
By H0 we denote the closure of CQ(Q) in H
1. For 0 < T < +00, X a Banach space 
and j a non-negative integer, Cj([09 T\\X) denotes the space of functions whose 
derivatives up to order j are continuous from [0, T] into X. Similarly, CJB(R
 + ,X) 
denotes the functions from R+ into X whose derivatives up to order k are continuous 
and bounded on R + . 
The norms in L^O, T;Hk) and L*(0, T, LS(Q)) will be denotet by [']q>k)T and ||| • | | |€^ r , 
respectively. 
In what follows we shall not make any difference in the notation of scalar and vector 
functions on Q and QT. 
A vector v = (vl9 v2, v3) is called solenoidal if div v = 0. Following [2], we 
denote 
°J the closure in L2(Q) of solenoidal vectors from C™(Q), 
J the closure in L2(Q) of solenoidal vectors from CX(Q), 
and for an integer l, l ^ 1 we shall use the notations 
J1 = {ue Hl; div u = 0 in Q} , 
°JT = {ueJ
1; ux = 0 on dQ} , 
°Jln = {ueJ<; u„ = 0 on dQ} , 
and for / = 0 
°JT° = J , °J„° = °J . 
Following the notation of [5] we set 
J = {B = (B1? H2, B3); B e J
2, Hrt = 0 and (rot B)x = 0 on dQ} . 
By Theorem 7.1 from [2], rot is a homeomorphism of °JT onto °J^
_1. The inverse 
mapping we denote by Z, i.e., if B e °J i_ 1 , we denote by ZB the function w e Hl 
satisfying div w = 0, rot w = B in .Q and wT = 0 on 50. 
We shall use an auxiliary operator Vdefined as follows: for a e Hh, a scalar function, 
we set Va = grad <p, where cp satisfies Acp = a in Q and cp = 0 on 50. Hence, for every 
positive integer k, V is a linear bounded operator from Hfc_1 into Hk. Moreover, 
(Va)x = 0 on dQ. We start the investigation of the system (1.1) —(1.14) by reducing 
it to an equivalent system. If we denote 
a(t) = div E(t) , 
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then, by (1.3), we have rot E = —Bt and, by the definition of V, rot (E - Va) = ~Bt. 
Since div (E - Va) = 0 in Q and (E - Va)r = 0 on (0, T) x dQ we immediately 
obtain 
E = Va - ZBt. 
When j from (1.7) is inserted into (1.5) and div applied to the resulting relation, an 
equation for a is obtained. Further, (1.3), (1.5) and (1.7) yield a second order equation 
satisfied by B. Throughout the paper we shall suppose 
0 < m = Q0(X) <; M on A . 
Setting 
Qo(x) dx/meas (fl) Q 
we denote 
o = Q — Q 
Thus the following system of equations for v, a, B and a corresponds to (1.1) —(1.14): 
(1.15) (Q + a) (vt + (v . V) v) = n Av + (C + fj/3) V div v -
- Vp(c? + cr) + ga(Va - ZBf) + 
+ x(Va ~ ZBt + v x B) x B + (Q + a)b in g r , 
(1.16) at + v . V<T + a div v + ^ div v = 0 in Qr , 
(1.17) ejLiBtt + x/IBf + rot rot B = x/i rot (v x B) in QT , 
(1.18) divB = 0 in QT, 
(1.19) ex _ 1 a , + a = - d i v ( v x B) in QT, 
(1.20) v = 0 on £ r , 
(1.21) B/; = 0 on Z r , 
(1.22) rotTB = 0 on IT, 
(1.23) v(0, -) = v0 in fl, 
(1.24) a-(0, •) = o-o in fl, 
(1.25) B(0, •) = B0 in fl, 
(1.26) Br(0, •) = B ! in fl, 
(1.27) a(0, •) = a 0 in fl, 
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where 
0"o = Qo ~ Q 9 
B! == — rot E0 and a0 = div E0 . 
In (1.22) we have used rotT B to denote (rot B)T. From now on we shall keep to this 
simplified notation. 
We shall use results and methods of [6] when investigating the problem given by 
(1.15) —(1.27). It is easy to prove that from a solution of (1.15) —(1.27) one can get 
a solution of the original system (1.1) —(1.14). 
2. LINEARIZED EQUATIONS 
In this section we give some auxiliary assertions on existence of solutions of 
linearized problems. The first two are taken over from [6]. 
First we shall deal with the problem 
(2.1) §vt + Av == F in QT , 
v = 0 on IT , 
v(0) = v0 in Q , 
where 
A — — f]A — (£ 4- rjji) grad div 
and §, F and v0 are given functions. By Lemma 2.2 from [6], we have 
Lemma 2.1. Let 0 < m/2 ^ §(t, x) <, 2M a.e. in QT, 0 < ra ^ £(0, x) ^ M a.e. 
in Q, V£eL4(0, T; L6(Q)), QteL
2(0, T; L3(Q)), FeL2(0, T; H1), Ft eL
2(0, T; H"1) 
and v0 e H
2 n H0. Then the solution v of (2.1) is such that veL
2(0, T; H3) n 
n C°([0, T]; H2), 
v, e D(0, T;Hl)n L°°(0, T; H°) 
and 
(2-2) M1.2.r + M2.3.T + W»,o,r + [PJI.I.T ^ 
= 4 M L r + [-'li.o.T + (Wl-!,r + KH2 + 
+ [|I?(0)Io)(l + I I N H U r + P.||2.3.T)"Cp(c||&||2.3.r)} • 
Here H " 1 denotes the dual of H0 . Further we shall need a solution to 
(2.3) CT, + v . VCT + CT div 0 + g div 0 = 0 in g r , 
CT(0) = CT0 in Q. 
By [6], Lemma 2.3, we have 
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Lemma 2.2. Let v e Lx(0, T, H3), v . n = 0 on ZT, and cr0 e H
2 with $Q cr0 dx = 0. 
Then there exists a unique solution a of (2.3) such that a e C°([0, T ] ; H2), 
\Q a(t, x) dx = 0 for each t e [0, T] and 
C2-4) l>]oo,2,T S c(\\a0\\2 + 1) exp (c[v] l j 3 ,r) -
If, in addition, v e C°([0, T] , H2), then at e C°([0, T] ; H
1) and 
(2-5) Moo . i . r = cO]«),2,T(lkoI!2 + 1) exp (c[S] l f 3 f r) . 
Further, we shall deal with the following system: 
(2.6) £^Btt + x\xBt + rot rot B = G in QT 
Bn = 0 , rotr B = 0 on ZT , 
B(0) = B0 , B,(0) = Bx in Q . 
We give the following two existence results concerning (2.6). 
Lemma 2.3. Let G e L°°(0, T; V 1 ) , B0 e J and BL e °J
l
n. 
(i) Then there exists a unique B e L°°(0, T; J), Bt e L°°(0, T; °J
l), Btt e L°°(0, T; °J) 
satisfying (2.6). 
(ii) Moreover, B satisfies 
(2.7) [ B ] 2 ^ , , + [ B , ] 2 , , ^ :g <(|B0f2 + IB , !
2 + T[G]l,UT), 
M I O T ^ e{]|_?0[|l + flBJ
2 + T[G]£'fl,r + [G]ii0,r} . 
Lemma 2.4. Let G e C([0, T]; V 1 ) , B0 e J, Bx e °J„\ 
(i) Then there exists a unique B e C([0, T]; J) n C*([0, T] ; °Jln) n C
2([0, T] ; °J) 
satisfying (2.6). 
(ii) There exist positive constants dt, d2 such that, for every 0 _ T < t ^ T, 
the following inequality holds: 
(2.8) ^(5) (0 - *(B) (T) + d. f*(||rot rot B(&, -)\\20 + flrot Bt(9, -)\\
2) d3 :g 
^d 2 f ' ( | | ro t 0(9,0112 + 110(9, 0112) dS. 
J T 
where i/> is defined by 
(2.9) *A(B) (0 = jrot rot B(l)||2 + fi/i||rot Bt(t, *)\\
2 + 
+ ix//<rot B(t), rotB,(t)>0 + %
2/z(4e)~1 | |rotB(t)| |2 . 
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R e m a r k . It is easy to show that 
c. tft) £ \\Bt(t, -)1
2 + [|5(t, •)!! ^ c2M,(t) 
with positive constants cx and c2 which are independent of B. 
We shall sketch the proofs of these two lemmas using the method of [5]. Let 
{afc}£°=1 be the system of all functions from J satisfying 
rot rot cck = Xkak (Xk > 0) , 
O/c, a*>0 = 8) 
with Xk nondecreasing. {afe}^°=1 is a complete orthonormal system in J. For a func-
tion cp, let <pfc = <<p, afc>0. Then 
00 
(i) cp e°J if and only if ]T <p£ < + oo, 
fc = i 
00 
(ii) cp e °J1 if and only if £ Afĉ £ < + oo, 





lM|o = L > 2 for <pє°J, 
fc=í 
ЦгotфЦg = £ ; л
2 for Ф Є ° Ј Í , 
fc=i 
00 
||rot rot (p]|2 = X 4V/? for ( ? e j . 
fe=i 
Let us also recall that 
(2.10) 0-lMli = ||rot cpf0 = c2]|^H
2 for cp e V 1 , 
and 
(2.11) ^ W . i ^ l r o t r o t ^ | 2 ^ o 2 H | 2 for cpef. 
If a, be H1 and ax = 0 on dQ, then 
rot a . b = a . rot b 
Ј ß Ј я 
Denoting M„ = lin {cck}"k=1 and 5"(i) = Y, ̂ ( t ) «fc, with bk satisfying 
k = l 
(2.12) e/t 6*(f) + x/i i t ( 0 + Xk bk(i) = (G(t), a,>0 , 
bk(Q) = (B0, aky0 , bk(0) = <5 . , a f t>0 , 
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we find that Bn satisfy 
(2.13) <e^ Bnt(t) + xfi B
n
t(t) + rot rot B"(t), w>0 = (G(t), w>0 , weMn. 
Taking w == rot rot B", we obtain 
~{eti\\rotBnt(t)\\
2
0 + | |rotrot J8"(0||S} + M\ ^
BM\l = M " " 1 ||rot G<0II5 • 
dt 
Using this inequality and proceeding along the standard lines, we complete the proof 
of Lemma 2.3. 
Substituting w = rot rot Bn into (2A3), we get the inequality 





0 + | rot rot B"(t)f0 g \\G(t)\\
2
0 , 
which multiplied by x/(4e) and added to the preceding one yields 






^ M ' ^ r o t 0(012+^)16(012. . 
If G e C([0, T] ; V*), then the series 
<K0 = I <G(0» a*>o a* 
fc = i 
converges in C([0, T ] ; °JW
1). By direct computation, this implies that 
00 
£ bk(t) ak converges in C([0, T] ; J), 
fc=i 
00 
£fc*(0a* converges in C([0, T ] ; V.J) 
fc = i 
and 
£ ^ ( 0 a* converges in C([0, T ] ; °J) . 
/c = i 
This gives part (i) of Lemma 2.4. Integrating (2.14) on [T, i], we have (2.8) for 
B = Bn. Letting n -> oo, we complete the proof. 
The last lemma in this section deals with the equation obtained by linearizing 
(1.19). We are looking for a function a satisfying 
(2.15) ex"1at + a = h, O ^ f ^ T , a(0) = a0 . 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 
Lemma 2.5. Let h e L°°(0, T; Hh) and a0 e H
k. 
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M U r ^ cflhl*2 + Wl.*.r) • 
(ii) / / h e C([0, T]; i f ) , <hew a e C^fO, T]; //*) and for every x, t, 0 g t < * § f. 
we haye 
(2.17) fla(0|2 - fla(T)||2 + d3 [ W ) l |
2 d9 £ d4 f*HM*)II*
 d S 
with positive constants d3 and d4 independent of h. 
3. LOCAL EXISTENCE 
We set 
Kr = {v; v e L°°(0, T; H
2) n L2(0, T; H3) , 
v,GL°°(0,T;H°)nL2(0, T; H1)} , 
Yr = {a; a e L°°(0, T; H
2), a- 6 L°°(0, T, H1)} , 
<#r ={B;Be L°°(0, T; J), B, e L°°(0, T; V
1 ) , B„ 6 L°°(0, T; °J)} , 
^ r = {a; a 6 L°°(0, T; H
1), a, e L°°(0, T; H1)} . 
The space XT is equipped with the norm 
\V\XT = WBx{\p\nt2tT, [v]2,3,T, |V]oo,0,T, W2»i.r} • 
The norms in Yr, J^r and j ^ r are defined in an obvious manner ensuring the complete-
ness of the spaces involved. 
Let T,KUK2 be positive constants. Following [6] we introduce 
R T = {(Vf a, B, a); veXT, ae YT, Be $T, a e srfT, 
\\vlXT^Kx, V(0) = VO, 
Woo,2,r = Kt , [o-joo.i.r ^ K2 , a(0) = Q0 - g, 
0 < \m = Q + <r(t, x) = 2M a.e. in Qr, 
Woo,2,T + [ A k i . T = Ki > W o o A r = K2 
B(0) = B0, Bt(0) = Bl9 
Woo,i,T = K± , OJoo,i,T ^ K2 , a(0) = a0] . 
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For any (v, a, B, a) e RT we denote by (v, a, B, a) the functions given by 
(i) v is a solution of (2.1) with 
Q = Q + a , 
F = F + §b, 
F = - £ ( v . V) v - _p'(£) V<7 + s a(Va - ZB,) + 
+ x(Va - ZBt + v x B) x B, 
(ii) rj is a solution of (2.3) with a0 = Q0 — jo, 
(iii) B is a solution of (2.6) with G = xpirot(v x B), 
(iv) a is a solution of (2.15) with h = —div(v x B). 
Using 
PS\lU.T+\MU.T^<K1,Ki)T, 
[T ] 2 , ,^ __ -{IE(0)1|2 + T[T.]_(0>T + M^o.r} 
and Lemma 2A , we get 
N I L = c{[F]iUT + _E.]_,_1>T + T[E.]
2,0,T + 
+ II "ol i + F (0) | | o + M ' . o . r + [Qbjlur + 
+ [ ( f l O J i . - i . r H - + 7b(X_,K_))e..p(7b(_C_,k_)). 
It is not difficult to show that 
||F(0)||2 __ P(||t>0]|2, flo-ofl,, flBofli, H-Bilfo- M i ) , 
where P is a polynomial, and 
[E ] 2 , I i T __c(K., l_2)T , 
(3-1) [ i ? . ] i . - i . r - - o ( « i . - K 2 ) r , 
(3-2) [F.]_.0 ,T :£ <<*:_,___). 
This is analogous to [6] since F appearing there is extended here only by a part F 
which comes from the electrodynamical forces, i.e., 
F = sa(Va - ZBt) + x(Va - ZBt + v x B) x B . 
But for F we even have 
| E , ( t ) l | o _ - < ^ i , X 2 ) for all t, 
which implies (3.1) and (3.2). Thus the function v satisfies 
| . | | 2 T <£ {c(K1,K2)T+ -(_?!,x2)(M!, . ,T + Mi , - 1 > T ) + 
+ cP(]|i>0||a, l|ff0||_, JB0|_, flB_||0, la0]_) + 
+ «M- . .o,r} (1 + e(Ku K2) T) exp (_(£., K2) T) . 
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The function a defined in (ii) is estimated as in [6]. The function B defined in (iii) 
is estimated with the help of (2.7). As G = XJA rot (v x B), we have 
[|G(t)||2 S c(Kx) for a.e. t, 0 < t < T. 
Using Lemma 2.3 we obtain the estimates 
[-»]i.2.r + M . i . r = c(K1)T+ c(\\B0\\
2
2 + | |B. |J) 
and 
[Brr]J,p0,T ^ <{*:.) (1 + T) + c(\\B0\\
2
2 + 1(3.110 . 
Further, by Lemma 2.5 with k = 1, we get for a defined in (iv) 
[ « £ , i , r ^ c ( X O T + cJlaoHi, 
[atfxAtT ^ c(Kt)(l + T) + cjaol . 
The estimates of v, a, B and a show that there are positive K1? K2 and T such that 
RT 4. 0 and (v, G-, B, a) e Rr for any (v, &, B, a) e RT. The correspondence 
(v, <r, B, a) -> (v, a, B, a) thus defined will be denoted by 4>. 
Further we introduce the space 6C by 
X = {(v, a, B, a); v e L°°(0, T; H1), a e L°°(09 T; H
1) , 
B e L°°(0, T; H1), Bt e L°°(0, T, H°), a e L°°(0, T; H
0)} , 
with a norm defined as the maximum of the corresponding norms of v, a, B and a. 
The mapping <P maps RT into itself and, as it is not difficult to show, it is continuous 
in the norm of 9C, By Schauder's theorem, there is a fixed point (v, c/, B, d) of <P, 
i.e. a local solution of (1.15) — (1.27). This solution is unique, as one can show proceed-
ing along the lines of [6]. 
The first component v of the solution satisfies 
veC°([0,T];H2) and \v\„9ltT = Kt. 
We shall look for a solution B e C°([0, T ] ; J) n Cx([0, T ] ; °Jl„) n C2([0, T] ; °J) of 
(3.3) suBtt + %/x§. + rot rot B = %/i rot (v x I?) in QT , 
div B = 0 in QT , 
Bn = rotT B = 0 on IT , 
5(0) = B0 , 5,(0) = B! in .Q . 
<3fT = C°([0, T ] ; 3) n ^ ( [ 0 , T ] ; V
1 ) 
We put 
and by f we denote the operator assigning, according to Lemma 2.4 (i), to G e 
e C([0, T]; °J,1) the function 5 satisfying (2.6). Since 
\\xfixot(v(t) x B(t))\\2Hl :g c||f<01|i P ( t ) | 2 , OSt^T, 
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the mapping ^(xfi rot (v x B)) is a mapping of ®JT into itself, and moreover, its 
fixed point is a solution to (3.3). By (2.7) we find that for T sufficiently small, B -» 
-» xP(xfi rot (v x 5)) is a contraction on $/T. The fixed point of this contraction is 
a solution of (3.3). Obviously, also Btt e C°([0, T] ; °J). But B and 5 coincide, there-
fore 
B G C°([0, T]; J) n C!([0, T]; °Ji) n C2([0, T]; °J) 
and B satisfies the estimate (2.8) with G = x\i rot (v x B). Similarly, a e ^ ( [ Q , F]; H1) 
and satisfies (2A7) with h = — div (v x B). Hence, the following theorem is proved. 
Theorem 3.1. Let b e L2loc(R
 +; H1), bte L
2
loc(R
 + ; H'1), p e C3 with p' > 0. 
Further let v0e H
2 n H0, O0 G H
2, Q < m rg £o(x) -S -W ?/1 ^ ? ^ o e J> L0e H
2, 
(E0)T = 0 on dQ. Then there is (a sufficiently small) T > 0 and functions 
v e L2(0, T; H3) n C°([0, T ] ; H2) vvit/z 
^6L2(0 fr , f l
k)nC°([0 fr j ; f l
0) f 
£ e C°([0, T] ; H2) wifft <?, e C°([0, T ] ; H1) and 
g(t, x) > 0 Orc g r , 
B e C°([0, T] ; J) n C*([0, T] ; V.1) n C2([0, T ] ; °J) , 
E e C ^ O - r ] ; ^ 2 ) 
such that (v,g,B,E) satisfy ( l . l ) - (1 .14) . 
4. GLOBAL AND PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
Let <p be defined by (4.47) of [6], i.e., 
9(t) = ] K 0 | [ ? + K O I G + * ( 0 ] | o + c ^ \\at(i)\\l + c5[v(t)f2 , 
.2 
where [•]-, is the sum of L2-norms of interior and tangential derivatives of orders 
less or equal to 2 and ] | • |[fe is a norm equivalent to || • [|fc. Denoting 
• -WS + H i + N . + N?. 
we have, by integrating (4.48) in [6] over (T, t), 0 ^ x < t S T, 
(4.1) <p(t)- <p(z) + f ' * ( d ) d S g 
<; c j'{*(») W>) + <?2(5)) + l l / 'M + I/.W-1 + m)dy. 
where I 
f1 = 3 - {£ a(Va - ZBf) + x(Va - ZBt + v x B) x B} 
Q + G 
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and 
m-\mi + Mt)\-i' 
In what follows we drop B from \j/(B) (t) defined in (2.9), writing \j/(t) = \j/(B) (t). 
Using this \j/ we set 
X(t) = <p(t) + *(t) + la(t)\\l . 
Further we denote 
W(t) = ^ ( I r o t r o t ^ O P + \\vot Bt(t)\\l) 
and 
i i ( 0 - * o + *(») +KOI? • 
Using (4.1), estimates (2.8) and (2.16) we get, for 0 < x < t ^ T, 
(4.2) x(t) - x(t) + í'n(9) d» < o f*(a) (<p(9) + <p2(̂ )) d^ + 
J t J T 
+ - J V l ? + |// |a-i)«-a + cJ ' ( | rotG|S + l|G|0
2)dd + 
+ c I j/i(a)fli d# + c [V(9)d9, 
J T J T 
where 
G = Xfj, rot (v x B), 
h = div (D x B) . 
Given positive al and oc2 we set 
X(t) = iH(0 + ^11^115 + a2](a,||?, 
i.e. 
X(f) = Ml + h¥i + Ml 2 + INI? + diIrotrotB|2 + 
+ d2]rotB fy + ^\\Btt\\
2
0 + \\a\\
2 + a2 |N|J . 
A direct computation shows that 
11/1? + ILI-> + l-ot GP + \\G\\l + \h\\ < cZ(Z + X3) . 
Using this inequality and estimating \Btt\l and |N |? with the help of (L17) and 
(1.19), we see that a1 and a2 can be chosen in such a way that the following inequality 
holds O ^ K ^ T : 
(4.3) y{t) - X(T) + f x(S) dS g c | Z(S) (x(9) + *3(S)) d# + 2 f V(#) d S • 
J T J T J T 
As the function x(t) is continuous on [0, T] and 
/(t) ^ c X(t) for a.e. f e (0, T), 
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one easily proves that there are two constants 5 and A such that the following im-
plication holds: If x(0) = A and p(t) S $ for a.e. t e (0, T), then %(t) ^ A for all 
t e [0, T] . This proves the following theorem on global existence: 
Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3A be satisfied. Moreover, let 
H I 2 + Iko - fifla + H-̂ olU + IEo(|2 and [b]oo,i,oo + Moo,-i,oo be sufficiently 
small. Then there exist unique 
veL2l0C(R
+;H")nC°B(R
 + ;H2) with vte L
2
loc(R
 +; H1) n C°B(R
 +; H°), 
QeC°B(R
 + ;H2) with Qte C°B(R
 + ; H1), 
B e C°B(R
 + ; J) n CB(R
 + ; V 1 ) n C2(K + ; °J) , 
E e C i ( R + ;H 2 ) 
suo/i lhal (v, Q, B, E) satisfy (1.1) — (1.14) on R +. 
If (vh ah Bh at), i = 1, 2 are solutions of (1.15) —(1.22) with the initial conditions 
(v/0, o-/0, B/0, B;1, a / 0), we denote 
w = Vl - v2 9 W o = Vl0 ~ i;20 . 
if = a1! - <r2 > >7o = o"io ~ °"20 > 
D = Bx — B2 , D0 = B10 — B20 , D1 = Blt — B21 , 
d = a± — a2 , d0 = a10 — a20 . 
Proceeding as in [6] we find that there are positive A, &, 3 such that 
(4-4) IKOlo + h(t)\\o + \\D(t)l + \\Dt(t)\\0 + \\d(t)\\0 = 
= -4e-
er(||w0l|o + M o + I N I i + ll^ilo + H | o ) , t e R
+ , provided 
|*io||a + I M | a + ||*ii| |i + N | i <<5 for i = 1, 2 . 
Using (4.4) we can follow the approach of [6] and prove the existence of periodic 
solutions. 
Theorem 4.2. Let b e L°°(R + ; H1), bt e L(R
 + ; H"1) be T-periodic in t and p e C3, 
Pe > 0. 
-V Moo, 1,00 + [pt]oo,-1,00 *s sufficiently small, then there exists a T-periodic 
solution 0/(1.1)-(1.14). 
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Souhrn 
PERIODICKÁ ŘEŠENÍ ROVNIC MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIKY 
STLAČITELNÝCH TEKUTIN 
M l L A N ŠTĚDRÝ, OTTO VEJVODA 
Je dokázána globální existence a exponenciální stabilita řešení daného systému 
rovnic v případě, že počáteční rychlosti a vnější síly jsou malé a počáteční hustota 
se příliš neliší od konstantní. Jsou-li kromě toho vnější síly periodické, existuje 
řešení periodické se stejnou periodou. Systém uvažovaných rovnic se trochu liší 
od obvykle uvažovaného systému; například posuvný proud není zanedbán. 
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